A FROZEN ROMANCE ANTHOLOGY THAT’LL KEEP YOU WARM
Want to let it go? Find ice, magic, and romance in Frozen, 11 all-new short stories
to inspire holiday romance.
This season, keep warm with a collection of winter themed love stories from Satin
Romance, a Mélange Books imprint. Frozen, A Winter Anthology showcases eleven
tales of romantic magic. Ranging from contemporary and young adult to fantasy and
paranormal, this book will keep you turning the pages from one unique happy ending
to the next.
Eleven authors each contributed a story true to their niche. Meet winter spirit Jack
Frost who falls in love with a mortal, go on a journey with Jess and her commitmentphobe boyfriend to Sweden, and see what time traveller Drew is getting up to around
Christmas. Freelance photographer Lizbeth meets fate when she gets snowed in in her
car, Tiffany is reluctant to join her progressive grandmother at Lake Superior, the
sheik’s daughter Nila’s has a difficult decision to make, Cara discovers miracles, and
the magical couple Alaric and Cassandra are thrown into turmoil by thriving in
different seasons. Read what happens when a single mother meets an old friend, and
the consequences of falling off a ladder for ice sculptor Sam.
Mélange Books has over 420 titles and is home to 125 authors. The company was
established in 2011, and has since been living up to its motto to provide stories for
every reader’s taste in literature. It is a fast-growing publisher with an international
portfolio of authors. Publisher, Nancy Schumacher, says, “I had been an editor with
another house, and when that house closed its doors, I opened my own doors,
believing I knew enough about the industry to do so. I then offered contracts to the
authors from the house that was closing, and many of them, luckily for me, came
along for this wonderful ride.”
The authors of the winter romance anthology are a diverse cast of talented writers.
Elena Kane is a country girl who says, “The coolest people ever inspired me to take
on the huge world of romance and I've enjoyed every moment of it.” From North
Carolina there is Bess Kingsley who would go to The Grandhotel Pupp in Karlovy
Vary, CZ for her perfect winter holiday. “Ever since I saw the movie Last Holiday
with Queen Latifah (I love her!), I've wanted to visit,” says Bess. Rhonda Brutt’s
favorite part of winter is defying the below zero temperatures in Minnesota from the
safety of her hot tub, while Tara Fox Hall divides her free time unequally between
writing, chain sawing firewood, caring for stray animals, and target practice. April
Marcom, teacher and mother who enjoys the peaceful life of the countryside,
nominates Home Alone as her all-time favorite winter movie. “Someday I hope to go
with my family to New York during the holidays to see the Rockefeller Center
Christmas tree shown in Home Alone 2: Lost in New York.” South African

Charmaine Pauls likes to use her travel experience as settings for her stories, taking
her characters around the globe. Valerie Clarizio’s favorite winter book is ‘While You
Were Sleeping’, while Christina Kirby votes for the winter movies ‘Miracle on 34th
Street’ and ‘The Holiday’. Says Valerie, “I have a thing for amnesia stories – you’ll
be sure to find out when you read my story.” When Nancy Pennick is asked what
inspired her story, she says, “Kate and Drew are the main characters from my young
adult series, Waiting for Dusk. Readers never knew how Drew proposed or how he
finally got Kate to say ‘yes’. This is their story.” Join these eleven diverse authors for
a winter journey of magic and romance.
Frozen, A Winter Anthology will be available from 29 October in print and
electronic format from Satin Romance and all major internet providers. For more
information, or to buy the book, visit the Satin Romance website
(http://www.satinromance.com/new.html).
To celebrate the launch, readers can enter a giveaway. The prizes include two $65 gift
cards of the winners’ choice from either Amazon or Barnes & Noble, and two eBook
copies of the Frozen Anthology. To enter the draw, follow http://tinyurl.com/ngrf7b9
(mobile friendly link). The giveaway runs from 6 October 12 am, to 5 November 9
pm, Central Time.
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